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The natural Z-dimensional module for X,(k) is characterized by unipotent 
elements acting with quadratic minimal polynomial, even over the integers 2 as 
coefficient ring. @ 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
The considerable literature on failure of factorization focuses attention 
on action of group elements on a module with quadratic minimal polyno- 
mial (x - 1)2; the possibilities for Lie-type groups were determined in the 
celebrated quadratic-pairs work of Thompson [T] (cf. also Ho [H], Stark 
[Stall. In the crucial minimal case of X,(q), Theorem 4.1 of Glauberman 
[G] shows that quadratic action by root elements essentially characterizes 
the natural module of that group. Timmesfeld asked (at Noordwijkerhout 
in March 1986) whether this characterization holds for the group over an 
arbitrary (possibly infinite) field k, and under the weaker context of actions 
on abelian groups. This note provides an affirmative answer-though the 
proof seems to me excessively computational. However, I know of no other 
approach in the literature. 
PROPOSITION. Let k be a field. Suppose SL,(k) acts on an abeiian group 
A, with 
A is irreducible (and non-trivial) as Z~SL~(k)]-moduZe; W-1 
[A, U] z C,(U) for the lower-triangular u&potent sub- 
group U. (Q4 
Then A admits the structure of a 2-dimensional vector space over the field k, 
and affords (up to isomorphism of k over its prime subfield) the natural 
k[SLz(k)]-module. 
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Since the indicated conjugates of the natural module do satisfy (Irr) and 
(Qd), these conditions provide a characterization. We remark also that an 
analogue is easily deduced for the full linear group G&(k). In the absence 
of irreducibility (Irr), we note that quadratic action (Qd) is inherited by 
sections, so that dete~ination of module structure is reduced by the 
Proposition to the extension theory of two successive trivial or 
Z-dimensional composition factors (and the nature of the field k may then 
be relevant). 
Notation. Write G for S&(k). Regard elements of G as matrices with 
respect to a fixed basis. For tl E k, /?E k” define corresponding unipotent 
and semisimple elements by U(N) = (b y), U(E) = (A y), h(P) = ({ i-,). Let U, 
I’, H be the subgroups obtained by letting tl, p vary. We state now without 
proof some preliminary facts about G, obtainable by direct computation or 
in standard references; many appear in the classic paper of Steinberg [S]. 
LEMMA 0. For any olek, /?EkX: 
NV = 
-1 0 ( ! 0 -1 
= h( - 1 ), so w( /3) has order 4 (2, if char k = 2). 
For h E H, h”‘@’ = h - ‘, so w( fl) E N,(H). 
u(a) W) = v( - abm2), so w( /?) interchanges U and K 
H=N,(U)nN,(V). 
G= (U, v>= (K w(P)>. 









The assumption of irreducibility reduces of course to a minimal situa- 
tion. We remark that (Irr) has the weaker consequence that the module is 
“fixed-point-free”: 
C,(G) = 0. FPF) 
For the first two lemmas below, it is sufficient to assume (Qd), but (FPF) 
in place of (Irr). 
At the outset, we have no field action on A and no matrix form for the 
action of G; the proof consists mainly of reconstructing both. Now the con- 
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dition (Qd) just says that as endomorphisms of A, elements of U have a 
sort of lower triangular form with respect to C,(U). We will use (0.5) to 
see that Y defines an opposite triangular form, with the forms are inter- 
changed by Weyl-group elements: 
LEMMA 1. 
For any u E C,( V) we have uwfBf = [a, u( /?)I. (1.0) 
Proof: Note we are using exponential notation for action of g E G on A 
(in particular, identifying G with its possibily non-faithful image in 
Aut(A)). Furthermore we are using the notation of commutators, defined 
for example by [a, g] := --a-sag, so that 
ug=.+ [a, g] for a&, gEG. (1.1) 
We define multiple commutators [a, g, h] as [[a, g], h], and so on. 
We begin the proof by expanding the left-hand term via commutators: 
= (&8-9 + [a, q jj) y-P-“)w’* 
By hypothesis LZE C,( V), so the first term on the right is just a; we 
expand the second by (1.1) to get 
= (a+ [a, u(B)1 + [a, u(B), ~(-B-lm”(p). 
Now by (Qd), u(B) fixes the middle term. We expand the other two by 
(1.1) to get 
=a+ [a, u(B)1 + [a, u(P)1 + Ca u(P), +P-I)I 
+ CG u(B), e-P-‘)* dB)l* (1.2) 
We now analyze the various terms of this equation. Since by hypothesis 
a E C,(Y), and by (0.5) w( /I) interchanges U and V, we deduce that the 
left-hand term a”‘(@) above lies in C,(U). On the right, the three terms 
ending in a commutator with u( /I) must by (Qd) lie in C,(U). But on con- 
jugating (Qd) by w(B), we get using (0.5) again that [A, V] z C,( V). 
Thus C,( Y) contains the fourth term in (1.2), as well as the first term by 
hypothesis. So we see all terms on the right side lie in C,(U) + C,(Y). 
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Now the intersection C,(U) n C,(Y) is just C,( (U, V}); but U and V 
generate G by (0.7), so using (FPF) we conclude 
C,(U) n C,( V) = 0, so the abelian-group sum 
C,(U) @ C,( V) is direct. (1.3) 
Since we saw that the left-side term of (1.2) lies in C,(U), the C,( V)-part 
of the right side must then vanish, that is 
O=a+ [a, u(p), v(-/?-‘)I. (1.4) 
This fact allows us to cancel two terms in (1.2), and also to substitute --a 
into the corresponding part of its final term, to get 
@@= [a, u(B)1 + [a, @(&I + [--a, u(p)] = [a, U(fl)l, 
completing the proof of Lemma 1. We obtain a useful corollary on 
conjugating Lemma 1 by w( /3): 
(2 [a, u( /I), u( /?)“‘fi’] 
(2) [a, u(B), v(-p-‘)J w -.-a (1.5) 
We use this later to show that q’fi)’ acts as the scalar - 1 on all of A; 
compare (0.3). 1 
The next lemma reduces us to a sum of two H-invariant subgroups; these 
will turn out later to be l-dimensional k-subspaces. 
LEMMA 2. For any a E C,(V), the sum aH @ [aH, U] is G-invariant. 
Proof We adopt the convention that the superscript H refers to the 
subgroup of A generated by the indicated conjugates. Notice as H < NJ V) 
by (0.6) that all of aH lies in C,(V); and the other summand [a”, U] lies 
in C,(U) in view of (Qd), so that the sum is indeed direct by (1.3). 
Next observe that the sum is U-invariant by definition of commutators 
(1.1). In view of (0.7), it will now suffice to show that the sum is invariant 
under a single w(b). Hence Lemma 2 will follow when we establish 
w(I) interchanges aH and [aH, U]. (2-l) 
Now a typical generator of the first summand is of the form a” for some 
h E H, we remarked above that it also lies in C,( I’), and so we may apply 
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Lemma 1 to it to obtain &‘(I) = [a”, u(l)], which lies in the second sum- 
mand. On the other hand, we can apply w(l) to a typical generator of the 
second summand, 
= Ca WLV, u( p)~(P)]w’ 
(0,s) Cab, u(p), v( -p-‘)]W’ 
(!/I ( -ah)hw, 
which lies in the first summand, proving (2.1) and hence Lemma 2. [ 
From now on we will assume (Irr). We define further notation by fixing 
some particular non-zero a2 E C,( I’) and setting a, := a;(‘). We further set 
A, :=a7 and A, :=a;. We obtain 
LEMMA 3. A = A, 0 A,, with H irreducible on each summand. 
Proof. The sum A, + [AZ, U] must by Lemma 2 be direct and 
G-invariant; hence by (Irr) it must cover all of A. Since we can apply the 
same reasoning to any element of A,, we see further that H must be 
irreducible on A,, and then also on [A*, U] in view of (2.1). It remains to 
show that the given commutator is just A,. We have 
as desired. 1 
Now because of the irreducibility (Irr), we could have by Schur’s lemma 
obtained action on A of the field Z(Endz,,, (A)Fbut that approach does 
not seem to lead to 2-dimensionality. Instead we obtain the field and 
2-dimensionality simultaneously by applying Schur’s lemma to the sum- 
mands in Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. A has the structure of a 2-dimensional vector space over the 
field F := Z(End,,,, (A,)). 
ProojI Write E for Endzr”, (A,). In view of irreducibility in Lemma 3, 
Schur’s lemma shows E is a division ring, so F is a field. (Indeed a more 
detailed argument using the fact that H is abelian shows E = F; but this 
481127 I-,, 
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does not seem to be required here). In particular, A, is a vector space 
under the natural action of F, let this action be denoted by uf for a~ A,, 
fe F. Now H is abelian, so that first H c E (more precisely, we mean here 
the image of H in the action on A), and then H c Z(E) = F; it follows 
that A I is l-dimensional over F, again by irreducibility in Lemma 3. It 
remains to define F-action on A,. Since by (2.1) w( 1) interchanges A, and 
AZ, we now regard it as an isomorphism w(l): A, + A,. We define a 
corresponding map between endomorphism rings w  * : E + EndzlH, (A,) 
by letting w  * : eH w(l)-’ ew( 1) for ef E. We must of course check that 
the image endomorphism does in fact commute with H-action; for h f H, 
we have eh = he, so that 
Next, the definition of w  * via conjugation clearly preserves addition and 
multiplication, so that w  * is a ring homomorphism; indeed it is an 
isomorphism, since its inverse is defined via the obvious conjugation by 
w( 1))‘. In particular, w  * is a field isomorphism on restriction to the 
centers of the two division rings. So we define action off E F by the natural 
action off on a,, and by the action of w  * (f) on a2. Since these two 
elements generate A, and A, under H-action by definition, and the two 
individual field actions commute with H, this delines F-action on all of A. 
Since A, is l-dimensional, A is 2-dimensional, as desired. i 
LEMMA 5. G< X,(F). 
Proof. We will show lirst that G-action commutes with F-action, to 
obtain G < Aut,(A) = G&(F). It suffices to consider the F-basis elements 
LIP, a2. These are conjugate via w(l), and it will be convenient to compute 
more explicitly with the definition of F-action on A2 via action of this 
element: 
(5 (-+) w(l)fw(l) “zr ( -aI)fwu)* (5.1) 
In view of (O.?), it suffices to check that w(t) and U commute with 
F-action; we begin with w( 1). On the first basis element we see 
(u,)fw) (2) ( -a,)f(g;sf (,p)*f‘~ (a,)w”‘< 
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as required. Then on the second basis element 
as needed. Note for the second equality that we applied the scalar action 
of w(l)’ as - 1 in (1.5) not to A,, but to its w(l)-conjugate A, given by 
(2.1). Since H commutes with F-action by Elc F in Lemma 4, it now 
follows using (0.2) that any w( fl) commutes with F-action. 
Next consider action of U. Since A{ = A, c: C,(U), clearly ay = Q{ = 
(a?)< For a*, we apply f and any u( fi), 
but by the previous paragraph, w(B) commutes with& so that 
as required. 
We complete the proof of Lemma 5 by showing that G is mapped faith- 
fully into X,(F). Henceforth we let b denote this map, obtained as the 
composition of the original representation of G into Aut,(A) with the map 
of Aut,(A) into matrices with respect to the basis a,, a,. We observe first 
using Lemma 1 that 
1 0 b: @(Co- * 1 , ( ) (5.2) 
where * is the scalar giving the action of h(a); this matrix has determinant 
1. Since by (0.8) G is generated by conjugates of U, we conclude that all 
of G maps into X,(F). If k has order 2 or 3, we compute directly from 
(5.2) that b is injective. For larger k, G/Z(G) is perfect, so that the kerne! 
of b must lie in Z(G), whose only non-trivial element (occurring only when 
char k # 2) is w( 1)2 by (0.8). But we saw using (1.5) that w( 1)2 acts as - 1 
on A, so we conclude that G is mapped injectively into %,(I;). 1 
Finally we will identify F with the original field k. I find it mysterious 
that this step occurs only at the end of the proof. But it appears to be the 
only real subtlety in this note. The one idea now required is to apply b to 
the canonical defining relations for G developed by Steinberg [IS]. 
LEMMA 6. Fr k. 
Proof: Let a subscript F, as in uF(ct), indicate matrices in SL,(F) 
analogous to those defined earlier in G. Then (5.2) can be re-stated as b: 
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U( 1) t-+ uF( 1). More generally, the restriction to U of the multiplicative 
homomorphism b defines via b: U(M)++ u,.(i(a)) an additive map i: 
k+ +F+. Since b is injective, we see that i is also injective. Furthermore 
i( 1) = 1, so that the prime subfields of k and F are isomorphic via i. 
In a similar way, the restriction of b to I/ determines an additive 
homomorphism j, using the upper-right entry of matrices in S,(F). 
Now apply b to the relation (0.1): w( /I) = u( /I) U( -/?-‘) u( 8); as b is a 
homomorphism the image must be uJi( fl)) uF( -j( PI’)) uF(i( /I)), and 
this matrix product in X,(F) is 
(I 
l-~(~)j(~-l) -.AP-“1 
~(~)[2-~~~)~t~-l)l > l-~(~~~(~-l) * 
But in Lemma 3, we saw that w( 1) interchanges the two summands of A, 
so that the diagonal elements of this latter matrix must vanish; that is, 0 = 
l-i(p)j(fl-‘) orj(fi~‘)=i(&‘. And then the matrix for b(w(p)) sim- 
plifies to wF(i(p)). Writing h(B) as w(l)-’ w(p) by (0.2), we see b carries 
h(p) into hF(i( /I)). But the restriction of b to HZ k” is multiplicative, 
so we conclude i is multiplicative on k x. Thus i is in fact a ring 
homomorphism; and as it is injective, it is a field isomorphism of k into F. 
If it were not surjective, the i(k)-subspace spanned by a,, a2 would still 
contain all their H-conjugates and so be G-invariant by Lemma 3, 
contradicting (Irr). Thus k z F, as asserted. l 
This also completes the proof of the Proposition, as i may now be 
regarded as an automorphism of k over its prime subfield. 
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